REQUEST FOR TAPES

SR 111-32 2608572 SM0 01009/26

1. ARFCOS COURIER OFFICER __________ SER #

SCHEDULED DEPART __________ TWENTY-SEVEN JAN AT 1530 LOCAL HOURS VIA NORTHWEST THREE. WILL ARRIVE 1000 HOURS SAT 27 JAN WASHINGTON TIME.

2. WILL ALSO INCLUDE ALL VOICE TAPES (RT __________ FROM __________ DURING PERIOD REQUESTED. (NOTE: ADVISES THAT ALTHOUGH NO VOICE ACTY HAS BEEN CORRELATED BY THAT STA TO CAPTURE OF PUEBLO, REELS CONTAINING SECOND AND THIRD AIR DIVISION ACTY DURING THAT PERIOD WILL BE PROVIDED.).

3. PLC ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT THIS MSG. REGARDS.

[Signature]
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